Student Producers
Report to Barbara
Sabrina
Cassandra

Editing
Staff: Blake, Sophia and Xavier
Leads: Jose and Claire
Members: Sabrina

Concept Art
Staff: Ali, Amanda, and Xavier
Lead: Emily
Members:
Wenjie
Robin
Peter
Andy
Ada
Rebecca
Cassandra

Reference
Staff: Ali
Lead: Dana
Members:
Sharanya
Ellie
Robin

Layout
Staff: Danette
Lead: Sabrina
Members:
Wenjie
Jose
Peter
Claire

Scripting
Staff: Cody, Kevin
Lead: Jose
Members:
Ada, Phil and Will

Rigging
Staff: Cody and Kevin
Lead: Sherry
Members:
Ellie
Will
Alice
Ada
Jose
Sharanya
Phil

Shading/Texture
Staff: Ali, Amanda, and Danette
Leads: Will and Cassandra
Members:
Alice
Andy
Wenjie
Dana
Robin
Sharanya

Character Modeling
Staff: Rund, Cody, Brian and Kevin
Lead: Ellie and Alice
Members:
Claire
Peter
Robin
Ellie

Prop Modeling
Staff: Rund, Brian and Kevin
Lead: Wenjie
Members:
Ellie
Sherry
Claire
Will
Jose
Dana
Ada
Robin
Motion
**Staff:** Xavier, Carson, Brian and Kevin
**Leads:** Ada and Robin
**Members:**
Phil
Emily
Sherry
Sabrina
Will
Jose
Sharanya
Rebecca
Ellie
Dana
Alice
Peter
Claire
Andy

Facial Expression
**Staff:** Carson and Cody
**Lead:** Dana
**Members:**
Emily
Robin
Ada
Sherry
Sabrina
Alice
Jose
Ellie
Rebecca

Sound and Foley
**Staff:** Blake, Sophia and Xavier **Lead:** Phil
**Members:**
Emily, Sherry and Claire

Outtakes
**Staff:** Danette
**Lead:** Claire
**Members:**
Dana and Cassandra

PTC
**Staff:** Ali
**Lead:** Sharanya
**Members:**
Andy
Rebecca
Cassandra

The SUPER SUPER
POST PRODUCTION GROUP
(Lighting, EFX, and Render)

**Lighting Section**
**Staff:** Ali and Amanda **Leads:** Andy and Rebecca
**Members:**
Wenjie
Sabrina
Dana
Phillip
Emily
Will
Sharanya

**Rendering Section**
**Staff:** Ali and Amanda
**Lead:** Andy and Will
**Members:**
Wenjie
Sabrina
Dana
Phillip
Emily
Will
Sharanya

**EFX Section**
**Staff:** Blake, Cody, Amanda, Brian and Kevin
**Maya Lead:** Sherry
**After Effects Lead:** Peter
**Members:**
Alice, Phil, Rebecca